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DEPCO Studio

What is DEPCO Studio?

Managing a Lab

DEPCO Studio is an all-encompassing, online education tool that delivers

Scheduling, grading, and communicating with students is no longer a complicated

enriched media content and tests while also offering all of your lab management

process. DEPCO Studio assists instructors by simplifying the classroom

needs. Scheduling, test taking, record keeping, and messaging organizes

management experience. Creating a student, class, or course is accomplished

classrooms and communication between students and instructors in a simple,

with only a few clicks of the mouse. Sending a message to a student or class and

systematic approach.

announcing new curriculum schedules can easily be accomplished using DEPCO

Deliver DEPCO, LLC’s curriculum including Science; Business, Marketing, and IT;

Studio.

Career Explorations; Family and Consumer Science; and Industrial Automation
and Pre-Engineering, or customized content and new courses, via DEPCO Studio.

Minimum Specifications

Windows PC:

Macintosh:

• Intel Pentium 4 2.33GHz, AMD
Athlontm 64 2800+ processor
(or equivalent); 128MB RAM

• PowerPC G5 1.8GHz; Intel Core
Duo 1.33 GHz or faster; 256MB
or RAM

Linux:
• Intel Pentium 4 2.33 GHz, AMD
Athlontm 64 2800+ processor
(or equivalent); 512MB RAM

Features

Member Information:

Reports:

• Create/Modify instructors and
learners includes:
-- Personal information
-- Contacts
-- Comments

• Grade report options include:
-- Class summary grades
-- Student detail grades
-- Student summary grades

Scheduling:
• Automatic scheduler handles
scheduling conflicts and
student groupings
• Simple click and drag assigning
• Student schedule highlighting
for quick reference

• Schedule Report options
include:
-- Class schedule by rotation
-- Individual student schedule
• Competency and standards
correlations

Communication:
• Welcome announcement screen
• Built-in messaging system
• DEPCO announcement screen
for instructors
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Content Delivery & Curriculum Building
DEPCO Studio incorporates many instructor friendly features that allow students
to learn what you want emphasized. DEPCO Studio enables instructors to modify
current DEPCO, LLC curriculum or create their own curriculum for students to
view. Instructors completely control the content, tests, and grading scale in
DEPCO Studio.
The content delivery system tracks students’ progress and logins while guiding
them through multimedia curriculum. Instructors can also attach documents
such as manuals and supporting files to the curriculum for the students to view
and download. Because DEPCO Studio is an online platform, multiple students
can login to view the same curriculum independently or simultaneously, and
their progress is still tracked.

Features

Test Development:

Student Portfolio:

• Student tests are delivered
electronically, graded and
recorded automatically

• Student grade viewer allows
students to track their own
progress

• Eight different test question
types:
-- Multiple choice
-- Numeric
-- Select the most correct answer
-- Choose all or any that apply
-- True/False
-- Matching
-- Short answer (fill-in-the-blank)
-- Essay

• Student profile editor allows
students to enter and update
personal information

‘‘The students use one program to view media, use the
workbook, and take tests. You can also access the program
while the students work. This program helps alleviate the
confusion caused from using multiple items.’’
– Charles Rector, Technology Education
Baxter Springs Middle School, Baxter Springs, Kansas

• Randomized questions and
answers

Curriculum Development:

Content Delivery:

• Modify DEPCO, LLC curriculum

• View seamless multimedia
curriculum

• Upload audio, video, graphics,
and text

• Track students’ progress with
linear tracking

• Preview curriculum

• Take tests with individual
logins

• Add/Remove curriculum in
classes

‘‘You can learn any subject with ease in this program.’’
– Caleb Rouse, Student
Home Schooled, Joplin, Missouri

• Multiple student login

• Create a variety of
examinations

• View available modules

Customer Comments

• Attach workbooks and support
materials

‘‘I liked the program all together because instead of going
to a book and carrying that book around, it was right on a
computer. Overall, the program was great!’’
– Keaton Patton, Student
Girard High School, Girard, Kansas

• View grades with secured
logins
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DEPCO, LLC’s Mobile Classroom Trailers
Bringing STEM to the rural classroom
At DEPCO, we are familiar with the inability for many schools to provide their
students with up-to-date technology due to deficiencies in funding, facility space,
enrollment, etc. We are also aware that 28% of our nation’s schools are rural,
resulting in 9,974,462 students that are possibly not being reached. With that in
mind, our objective is to provide a solution to this problem.
DEPCO is redefining distance learning by providing a product for expanding
your training capabilities. The DEPCO Mobile Skill lab is 100% mobile. It is
a cost effective way to provide your students, as well as neighboring schools,
with advanced technology training emphasizing STEM. Our customized mobile
trailers allow you to choose from our advanced selection of Industrial Training
Centers and third-party products. Your trailer will also be customized with your
choice of graphics and logos. For more information, contact our DEPCO sales
team at 800.767.1062 or sales@depcollc.com.
Meeting the needs of nearly
ten million rural children is
a challenge that is worthy of
society’s attention.
- Why Rural Matters 2007
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